Grass stains you don’t want out

I grew up (insert lack of maturity joke here) in Pennsylvania and attended Penn State. Late in 2002 my wife (a PA native) and I moved our young family from Chicago back to the state capital, Harrisburg. My regional bias is always on my sleeve. For example, I’ve been accused by my editor peers of mentioning Joe Paterno much too often in this space (there I go again). But this month the pride of place goes beyond the legendary coach and role model to two fellows named Jeff Fowler and Steve LeGros, the founders of Grass Stains Productions.

These Keystone Athletic Field Managers Organization (KAFMO) board members, one a county extension agent and the other a turf manager, have produced two videos that are must-see for anyone interested in turf management.

Jeff (full disclosure — he’s on our Editorial Advisory Board) and Steve (full disclosure — he’s shaven as a cue ball) have collected photos from turf managers across the country and assembled them into short video clips set to music. They debuted at the $250 million facility that opened in 2001.
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